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Department of Mechanical Engineering
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PSO-I: Ability to acquire competencies in designing, analyzingand evaluating the mechanical
components.
PSO-2: Ability to work professionally by applying manufacturing and management practices.
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SGS Institute of Technalogy

lleparfmext *f h{ech*nical Engineering (eln}

6 . Course Information

6.2

Semester: 8 Section: A Course : OPERATIONS RESEARCH

P
e

r
I

o

d

Applications of OR

Characteristics and

limitations of OR

Formulation of problems as

L.P.P

Generalized LPP-
Formulation of problems as

L.P.P
Solutions to LPP
graphical method(Two
Variables)

Solutions to LPP by
graphical method(Two
Variables)

Simplex method, Canonical

and Standard form ofLP
problem

Simplex method, Canonica

and Standard form ofLP
problem

writing Dual of given LPP,

Solutions to L.P.P by Dual
implex Method

Solutions to L.P.P bywriting Dual of given LPP
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@ SGS rnsrfture of Tschnology

ffiartment of Mechanical ffinginenring (lHtr)

57 2020-05-27 Solutions to L.P.P by Dual
Simplex Method

3

23 2020-03-23 Formulation of 

-transportation problem,
types

2020-04-t3 Formulation of 
-transportation problem,

types

Ref I

24 zu20-u3-23 initial basic feasible
solution using North-West
Corner rule, Vogel\u2}l9s
Approximation method

2020-04-15 initial basic feasible --
solution using North-West
Corner rule, Vogel\u2}l9s
Approximation method

Ref I

25 Optimality in
Transportation
problem by Modified
Distribution(MODI)
method

2020-04-20 Optimality in 

-
Transportation
problem by Modified
Dishibution(MODI)
method

Ref 1

26 2020-03-30

MdB-n
Unbalanced T.P 2020-04-21 Unbalanced T.P Ref I27 Maximization T.P 2020-04-22 Maximization TF Ref 128 2020-03-31 Degeneracy-n -
llqnsportation problems

2U20-04-27 Degeneracy in 
-tran snorfafion nrnhlpmo

Ref I

29 application of transportartion
problem

2020-04-27

2020-04-07

application of transportation
problem

Ref I

30 Formulation, Soluti,ons to
assignment problems by
Hungarian method

2020-04-28 Formulation, Sohttions to
assignment problems by
Hrtnsarian mefhnr{

Ref I

3t Special cases in assignment
problems, unbalanced

t9 Special cases in assignment
nroblems rrnhnlsnnp.l

Ref I

32 | 2020-04-t3 Maximization assignment
problems

2020-05-07 MaximizEion ass@ent
problems

Ref I

JJ 2020-04-13 Travelling Salesrnan
Problem (TSP)

2020-05-08 Travelling SAlesman
Problem (TSP)

Ref I

34 2020-04-15 Difference between
assignment and T.S.p

zozo-os-oi Drtt-erence between
assignment and T.S.p

Ref 1

35 2020-04-27 Finding best route Uy tittle
\u2019s method

2020-0s-11 Finding best route by fittle
\u2019s mefhnd

Ref I

NumericalProhlffi Numerical Problems Ref 1

4
37 2020-04-29 Ir

o
Lr uuuuuon, uonstructlon
networks

2020-05-t2 Introduction, eonstruction
of networks

Ref I

38 r urKerson\uzurys rule tOr
numbering the nodes, AON
and AOA diagrams; Critical
path method to find the
expected completion time
ofa project

2020-05-13 Fulkerson\u20T9s nrle for-
numbering the nodes, AON
and AOA diagrams; Critical
path method to find the
expected completion time
ofa project

Ref I

39 2020-05-04 determi[ation of floats in
networks, PERT networks

determination of floats in
networks, PERT networks

Ref 1

40 determining the probabilff
$!9lqpleting a project

2020-05-18 determining the pro&6ihE
of completing a project

Ref I
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SGS Instit*te of Technoltlgy

$epartment of ll{echanical fingineerirtg (Mtr]

4t 2020-05-06 predicting the completion
time of project; Cost
analysis in networks

2020-05-19 predicting the completion
time of project; Cost
analysis in networks

Ref 1

42 2020-05-Ll Crashingofnetworks-
Problems

2020-05-20 Crashingofnetworks-
Problems

Ref 1

43 2020-05-11 Queuirrg systems and their
characteristics

2020-05-26 Queuing systems and their
characteristics

Ref 1

44 2020-05-12 Queuing systems and their
characteristics

2020-05-27 Queuing systems and their
characteristics

Ref I

45 2020-05-t2 Pure-birth and Pure-death
models (only equations)

2020-05-28 Pure-birth and Pure-death
models (only equations)

Ref 1

46 2020-05-12 Kendall & Lee\u2019s
notation of Queuing

2020-05-28 Kendall & Lee\u2019s
notation of Queuing

Ref I

47 2020-05-12 empirical queuing models 2020-05-29 empirical queuing models Ref 1

48 2020-05-t2 Numerical on MVMV1 and

MVMVC Queuing models

2020-05-30 Numerical on MVMV1 and
MVMVC Queuing models

Ref I

5

13 2020-03-03 Definition, Pure Strategy
problems

2020-03-02 Definition, Pure Strategy
problems

Ref I

t4 2020-03-04 Saddle point, Max-Min and

Min-Max criteria

2020-03-03 Saddle point, Max-Min and

Min-Max criteria
Ref 1

15 2020-03-09 Principle of Dominance,

Solution of games with
Saddle point

2020-03-04 Principle of Dominance,

Solution of games with
Saddle point

Ref I

r6 2020-03-09 Mixed Strategy problems,

Solution of 2X2 games by
Arithmetic method

2020-03-09 Mixed Strategy problems,

Solution of 2X2 games by
Arithmetic method

Ref 1

T7 2020-03-10 Solution of 2Xn m and

mX2 games by graphical

method, Formulationof
games

2020-03-09 Solution of 2Xn m and

mX2 games by graphical

method, Formulationof
games

Ref 1

18 2020-03-11 Basic assumptions, Johnson

\u2019s algorithm

2020-03-t0 Basic assumptions, Johnson

\u20l9s algorithm
Ref 1

t9 2020-03-16 sequencing \u20 1 8n\u20 1 9

jobs on single machine

using priority rules,

sequencing using Johnson
\u2019s rule-\u2O18n\u2019

iobs on 2 machines

2020-03-tl sequencing \u20 1 8n\u20 1 9

jobs on single machine

using priority rules,

sequencing using Johnson

\u201 9s rule-\u2O 1 8n\u20 1 9

jobs on 2 machines

Ref I

20 2020-03-16 \u20l8n\u2019 jobs on 3

machines

2020-04-07 \u2018n\u2019 jobs on 3

machines

Ref 1

2l 2020-03-17 \u20l8n\u2019 jobs on

\u201 8m\u20 19 machines

2020-04-08 \u2018n\u2019 jobs on

\u201 8m\u2019 machines
Ref I

22 2020-03-18 Sequencing of2 jobs on

\u201 8m\u201 9 machines

using graphical method

2020-04-13 Sequencing of2jobs on

\u201 8m\u2019 machines

using graphical method

Ref 1
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CHAPTER 1 ModuIe-1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 DEVELOPMENT / ORIGIN OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
The nsme operations Research was coined by Mc Closky and Trefthen in 1940 in UK duringSecond World war,'because the team of scientlsts *u. .uojirg out the research on (military)

operations.

=:,:l?::"1^"j 

g,*:l:l' l:'_luj.h societies was founde d, in ts{S;hil;clm;.#, ,r member
societies from different parts of the world.

at Hyderabad in

purchase and planning.
clear up the problems of stores,

I.2 DEFINITION OF OPERATIONS

,11,:!"?,,on 
refers t: : r:1of course of aSons ieqrir"o for the accomplishment of desired

objective. Some of the definitions suggested f." *rro*" u"ro*i

In India, the first OR unit was established in the Regional
1949.In the meantime, Defense Science Laboratory was set_

l. Operations research is an art of giving bad
enswers are given. - 

,. .I. ' '

) (]^---+:^6d -^^^--^L :,^ ^-- -- 7t ,.

to the problems to which othenvise, worse

1^9f':tlT,1::"Th is an appl*ioatlon.of.scientific method by interdisciplinary teams for theproblems involving the con
which best serves the
3. Operations research .i
quantitative basis for

In scientific , actual problem/situation is expressed in the form of number

"#{
The eu4Bqtiaf characteristics ofoperations research are

i U $ystem orientation
n h$Urc of interdisciplinary teams

c)' Application of scientidc method
d) Uncovering of new problems
e) Improvement in the quality of decisions (solutions)
D Use of computer
g) Quantitative solutions and
h) Human factors.

1.3.1 System orientation: Every organization has several divisions. Any activity performed
(decision taken) in the one division affects the activities of every other division. rherefore, in oR
study, before taking any decision, one must identiff all possibll interactions and determine their
impact on the orgarizationas a whole.

During Second World War, the military management in England called on a team of sci.bntists.

:::..:li:.11". y1. to find out the mosi effectl,. uuo"uttori io"proy_ent) of
resources such as newly invented radars, British Air Force prur", .i;.,-;;'th"
operations and to the activities within each operation. This t;p;i.;i""ti;,r;"r*t;team. -- - -.;-.:;

Soon after the war, the success of military teams attracted the attention
r!-o *gl seeking solutions to their probrems. Industrial operations
uK and uSA. In usA, the Nationar flesearch council formli-a research

- Ackoff and Sasieni
method of providing executive departments with a

regarding the operations under their control . - Morse and Kimball

of

as a whole.



1.3.2 Use of interdisciplinary teams: OR study is performed by a team of scientists whose

individual members are drawn from different scientific and engineering disciplines. The people

from different disciplines can produce more unique solutions providing better results than one

could be expected from the same number of persons from a single discipline. No single person

can collect all useful scientific information from all disciplines.

L.3.3 Application of scientific method: In OR, scientific method is used to solve the problem

under study. The OR team do not conduct any experimentation on the system, instead the actual

situation / problan is expressed in the form of mathematical model (set of mathematical

equations) and conduct research on it.

1.3.4 Uncovering of new problems: The solution of an OR problem may uncover number of
new problems. All uncoverid problems need not be solved at the same time. In orde4".lp,ppj fra.ll

henefifs each of them mrrst be solved individuallv bv continuitv of research. ,ti,t. : B/
new problems. All uncovered problems need not be solved at the same time. In ordeg,lg-"pff fr{l

c -^^ ^^-^L Itu/
benefits,eachofthemmustbesolvedindividuallybycontinuityofresearch.

1.3.5 Improvement in the quality of decisions/solutions: OR gives

problems, otherwise worse answers are given to those. By applying its sci
only improve the quality of the solution, but it may not be able to give

1.3.8 Human factors: While obtaining the solutions, we do not consider the human

factors, which play a great role in the OR study is incomplete without a study of
human factors.

T.4 SCOPE / AREAS OF TIONS OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Whenever there is a problem there is scope for the application of OR in the

following fields.
1.4.1 In Industry: In there is series of problems, starting from purchase of raw

materials to the ed goods. In order to take decisions, OR team consider various

the goods and return (profrt) in each case. OR study also pointaltemative methods
out the possible ."fu%ald-''tp the entire system like installation of new machine, increased

the
cafl

to
,it

automation Se. QRlldS %d.r, ro"""ssfully applied in industries, in the field of production,

blending, saf@ra ffichase, transportation and planning etc'

1.4.2 fn OeTense'oferations:
General"ltr, defefrse operations are carried out by number of agencies like Air force, Navy andGenerally, defense operations are carried out by number of agencres lll(e Ar lorce, Navy ano

Arrd1, ti;rder "urh 
agency, there will be sub-activities like operations, intelligence,

administration, training etc. There is a need to co-ordinate various activities in order to achieve

a.Sttr'futm.rlts. Operations Research conducted by team of experts from each field plays a major

role in accomplishing the desired goals.

1.4.1 In finance / developing economies: The basic problem of various countries is to remove

poverty and hunger. There ls a gfeat scope for OR experts (economists, statisticians, technicians,

politicians and agriculturists) working together to solve this problem with an OR approach

i) To maximize the per capita income with minimum resources.

ii) To find out the profit plan for the country etc.

1.4.1 In agriculture: With population explosion and consequent shortage of food, every

country is facing the problem of optimum allocation of land to various crops in accordance with

climatic conditions and available facilities as well as the problem of optimal distribution of water

from various resources for irrigation purposes. These problems can be solved by OR approach.

2

1.3.6 Use of computer: OR requires a computer to solve con

manipulate a large amount of data or to perform alarge number
mathematical models and to

that are involved.

'i

1.3.7 Quantitative solutions: OR provides the managemegtua*quintitative basis for decision-

making. It will give answer like for example: The profit tro [lid'bffrnnany is 'X', if decision 'A' is
taken and is 'Y', if decision 'B' is taken and so on. 

,r,f :i r", J



1.4.5 In marketing: With the help of OR techniques, a marketing manager can decide

i). Where to distribute the products for sale so that the total cost of transportation is minimum.

ii). Size of the stock to meet the future demand.

iii). How to select best advertising media with respect to time and cost etc.

L.4.6 In personnel management: The personnel manager can use OR techniques

i). To appoint the most suitable persons on minimum salary.

ii). To determine the best age of retirement for employees-

iii). To find out the number of persons to be appointed on full time basis when work load is

seasonal.

1.4.7 In production management: A production manager can use OR techniques

i). To find out the number and size of the items to be produced.

ii). In scheduling and sequencing the production run by proper allocation of machines.

iii). To select, locate and design the sites for the production plants.

1.4.8 In LIC: The LIC officer can uss oR techniques to decide the premium

policies.
1.4.9 OR approach is also applicable to big and small organizations while
to minimize the cost and maximize the profit (benefit).

1.4.10 OR techniques can also be used in big hospitals to reduce waiting tiqie'of
and also to solve administrative problems. i

l.4.ll OR techniques are also used in the area of transportation to regulatitt4$A

patients

arrivals and their

running times.
'- n9

1.5 PHASES OF OR / METHODOLOGY OF OR / qR#.PPROACII / HOW
..T) rr/rtnrzs , ?*

u,,r)',,, ,.,.
i=

OR study generally involves the following eight major phases, ',

a) Formulating / defining the problem t:i\n,,," :
uroJvr yrlqpvo :i

l;,.' il '1
,= lr.'ri

. H i%d"-b) Collection of data

f) Selection of suitable aI

g) Conclusion of study and of results to the organization

h) Implementation and iecommendations

problem: In order to find the solution, the problem must be

ORWORKS

1.5.1 Formulating /
clearly defined by OR

U/ Uurrtrrrtluu uI uolc & ,, %#

c) Construction of mathematical model to'reirrBqi'nt the problem under study
l\ T\^-:',;--.^1,'+i^- f"nm fhp mnrlel 4

, t+\\i. 
': nd) Deriving solution from the model %a;d 

-
ej Testing/Verifying the model and gq: thg.,,1frodel for prediction

ining the problem includes specifying
: work within which the system has to achieve its goal' It includest) Environment:,,

the actual problem / situation in the form of equations. The equations include objective function,

decision variables and constraints / restrictions.

1.5.4 Deriving solution from the model: The solution can be obtained from a model/set of
equations either by conducting experiments on it i.e. by simulation or by mathematical analysis.

Mathematical analysis has two procedures

i) Analytical method: It involves the use of calculus, algebra etc'

iiy Numlrical method: It involves the use of simple trial and error to complex iteration'

1.5.5 Testing (i.e., verifying) the model and use the model for prediction: This involves to

check whetheithe mathematical model developed accurately represents the reality @roblem) and

also to check the validity of the model for some other situation'

etc.
person who is in actual control of the operations (system) under

d.'me set of goals to be achieved.

/ restrictions.' The limitations on fulfilment of the objectives.

of Data: It involves the collection of data of the various parameters which

organization problem and those datato be used in the next phase'

rnstruction of mathematical model: This involves the mathematical representation of

ii)

w



1.5.6 Selection of suitable alternative: With the given model and set of altematives, Ot
scientists have to choose the alternative that best meets the organization objectives.
1,5.7 Conclusion of study and presentation of results to the organization: This involves thr
submission / presentation of the model and recommendations to the organization by OR team
Sometimes, OR people have to give several altematives and let the organization to choose the onr
that best meets its needs.
1.5.8 Implementation and evaluation of recommendations: If the organizationhas accepted
the study, then the recommendations must be implemented and constantly monitored to ensure
that the recommendations enable the organization to meet its objectives.

1.6 OBJECTIVES OF OPERATIONS RESEARCII

i) To minirnize the cost (total cost) and maximize the profit.

ii) To provide a scientific basis to the managers of an organization for solv
involving interactions of the components of the system, by employing team
from different disciplines, for finding a solution which is in the best interest

drawr

d- q$,

1. Optimum use of production factors: Linear programminbz taEhnlques indicate how e

manager can most effectively ttilize his production factors @fefficiently selecting and

distributing these elements. *4., *
2. Improved quatity of decision: OR always improv*ffiq''@nlity of solution by employing
scientific approach. OR gives the clear picture of effi\ff d$erent elements involved in th<

problem and it also indicate effect on the profrt dtA,lffiffianges made in the production method
(pattern). r*, . _ 

lat *
3. Preparation of future managers: O@ffitrhiffues very much helpful in improving the

knowledge and skill of young maragers. j,_ 3
4. Modilication of mathematical ffoluffi; BR presents a possible solution that exists for a

given problem, but it is the respoo*i6-i$q?cfthe manager to accept or modifr the solution before
its use. *% h*

as a whole.

I.7 ADVANTAGES OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH

1.8 DTSADVANTAGIS / LTMTTATTONS OF OPERATTONS RESEARCH

itsuse. *% &*
5. Alternative solutions: O$t$"fut{ues give all altemative solutions available for the given
problem so that managemepru#r$gcide based on their strategies.

i!+; Z ru "'44

i) Mathema@l flasr,$ 6f/OR do not take in to account emotional factors (such as human

relations\Q4;ft.d{e quite real.

ii) Mathematle&,rffffilels are applicable only for specific categories of the problem.

iii)A dtuear relationship changed to linear for fitting the problem to linear programming

iFatter, ::This may disturb the reliability of the solution.

iv)Ge[eially, there will be resistance from the employees to the new proposals of OR

v) Management, who has to implement the advised proposals of OR, may itself offer a lot of
resistance due to conventional thinking.

vi)OR process is a time consuming, costlier one.

1.9 MODELS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH

A Model in OR is the idealized representation of real-life situation in the fonn of mathematical
equations. The objective of the model is to provide an aid for analyzing the behavior of the system
for the purpose of improving its performance.

4



1.9.1 Classilication of Models

The models are broadly classified into following qpes.
a) Iconic or Physical Models
b) Analogous or Schematic Models
c) Symbolic or Mathematical Models
d) Static Models
e) Dynamic Models
f) Deterministic Models
g) Probabilistic Models
h) Descriptive Models
i) Predictive Models
j) Prescriptive Models 

Rk) Analytic Models 
q,l q, u

1. Iconic Model: This is aphysical orpictorial representation of various visible4fratfues oTtlie
real system. The iconic models resemble the system they represent but differ inpiEe@ ?z

Example: Globes used to represent the various continents, oceans ana $tAe.,g-g$graphical
features ofthe earth. {';ffi,*,,..?,1^-
2. Schematic Model: These models are used more often and use one set qffioqerti#to represent
some other set of properties the system under study possess.

product.
3. Symbolic Model: This uses mathematical symbols like letters ffi numbers, etc.to represent
the decision variables of the system under study. ::::::a.. :. ,lr.

Example: A flow process chart that represents order of occurre{lte of qprious events to make a
rduct. \ 3* u

Symbolic Model: This uses mathematical symbols like letters ffi numbers, etc.to represent

Example: An equation representing kinetic energy. ,* l, 
' 
i'

4. Static Model: It represent a system at a specified-4"@p?'aqd does not take into account the
^L^-^^- ^.'^- ^ +:*- : ttr

cified ti

observation,
Example:

changes over a time.
Example: An assignment problem.

5. Dynamic Model: It represents the situati time often plays an important role.

etc.
layout plan describes the salient features of their respective system.

It predict or explain the behavior of the system based on some data.
ihgthe election results based on the survey.
Model: It prescribes a course of action for a problem.

A linear or dynamic problem.
Model: It is one in which exact solution is obtained by mathematical methods.

General linear programming model.

1.9.2 Characteristics of a Good Model

i) The number of assumptions made to simpliff it should be as less as possible.
ii) The model should be simple and approaching the reality.
iii) It should be easy and economical to construct.
iv) Number of variables used should be as less as possible.
v) It should be adaptable to parametric type of treatment

-1

certain.
Example: Transportation

7. Probabilistic Model: it which the input and/or output variables take the form of
probability distribution.

Example: Game
8. Descriptive Mr

model.
which describes some features of the system on the basis of
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1 A college athletic conference has 6 basketball officials. lt must assign to 3

conference games. Two

officials must be assigned to each game. The conference office desires to

assign the officials such

that the total distance travelled by all the six officials will be minimized. The

distance each of{icial

would have to travel to each game are given below: The conference office has

decided not to assign the official 4 to game A because of the previous

conflicts with one of the coaches. Determine the optimal assignment.

tliiiill;

t:i,,16

Marks CO BT/CL

7 CO2 L3

coz L3

,|

*t
(

A solicitor's firm would like to employ typists on hourly piece-rate basis for

their work. There are

five typists and their charges and capability (fyping speed) are differeni. Thcre

are five jobs available

with the firm and one job is to be assigned to one typist. Atypist is paid for

full hours even if he/she

works for a fraction of an hour. Find an optimurn assignment o{ typists to jobs

to minimize the total
cost to the firm, given the following data:

li:ul vi!rlt,l!. -i-....,r I li,t.l\,ji\i.r:.,. I

r:-i--:-1'-----:-1 ht--":1I;l I ; lll ,, Il'l I " ll'rl i'l
l,ll,ll,l'r'll,illl:l'llil rI : llrl '. 

I

An airline company has drawn up a new fiight schedule involving five fiights' 1 CO2

To assist in allocating

five pilots to the flights, it has asked them to state their preference scores by

giving each flight a
number out of 10. The higher the number, the greater is the preference.

Certain of these flights are

unsuitable to some pilots owing to domestic reasons' These have been : :

marked with a'X'. What
should be the allocation in order to meet as many preferences as possible? 

)

LJ
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of the bus service
prepared by the transport authorities in both directions is given in the table
below: The cost of
providing this service by the transport company depends upon the time spend
by the bus crew (driver

and conductor) away from their places in addition to service time. There are

five crew. There is,

however, a constraint that every crew should be provided with more than four
hours of rest before l

the return trip again ancl should not wait for more than 24 hours for the
return trip. The company has

residential facilities for the crew at Chennai as well as at Bangalore. Sqggest

how crew should be

assigned with which line of service or which service line should be connected
with which other line,

so asto reduce the waitinB time to the minimum.

!16*r iir
tsri i:*; llerk

&!,iri;s
3*si:*

i:x
li!a

:: r{

{{il

il.fr

iiii

A company has four territories open, and four salesmen available for an

assignment. The territories
are not equally rich in their sales potential. lt is estimated that a typical
salesman operating in each

territory would bring in the following annual sales:

Territory: I ll lll lV
Annual sales (Rs): 1,26,000 1,05,000 84,000 63,000
The four salesmen also differ in their abiliiy. lt is estimated that, working
under the same conditions,
their yearly sales would be proportionately as {ollows:
Salesmen: ABCD
Annualsales(Rs):7554
lf l"he criterion is maximum expected total sales. the intuitive answer is to
assign the best salesman

to the richest territory. the next hest salesmar to the second richest, and so

on; verify this answer by
the assignment technique.

A salesman has to visit five cities A, B, C, D & E. The distance (in hundred km)

between the five cities are as follows:lf the salesman starts from city A and

has to come back to city A, which route should he select so that the total
distance travelled id minimum?

Iir

ca2 L3

co2 L3
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Q.NO Question CO Levels

1

An airline's organization has one reservation clerk on duty in its
local branch at any given time. The clerk handles inforrnation
regarding passenger reservation and flight timings. Assume that the

number of customers arriving during any given period is Poisson

distributed with an arrival rate of eight per hour and that reservation

clerk can serve a customer in six minutes on an average, with an

exponentially distributed service time.

i) What is the probability that system is busy?

ii) What is the average time a custonter spends irr the sirstern'?

iii) What is the average length of the queue?

iv) What is the average number of customers in the systeryl -

4
1J

2

At a petrol pump, customer's arrival is a Poisson process, with an

average tirne of 5 tninutes between arrivals' The time intervals

between services at the petrol pump follows exponential

distribution and as such the mean time taken to service a unit is two

minutes. Find the following:

i) Expected average queue lerrgth.

ii) Average customers in the queue system.

iii) Expected waiting time in the queue and the systqll!'- 

--

4 J

J

In a railway marshalling yard, goods train arrive at a rate of 30 trains

per day. Assuming arrival and service as per Poisson and

exponential distributions and mean service tirne of 36 minutes,

calculate

i) The mean queue size (including train being served)

ii) The probability that the qtleue size exceeds !q. 
-,--

A+ a
J

4

At the balcony ticket counter of a cinema hall, customers arrive at

the rate of l2 per hour according to Poisson distribution. The

single clerk at the counter Serves the customers at the rate of 30

per hour.

i) what is the probability that there is no customer in the counter?

ii) What is the probability that there are more than 2 customers itr

the counter?

iii) Average number of customers in the system (counter) and in

the queue.

iv) Average time a customer spends in the system and in the

queue.

i+ J

5
r" . ,"*lrine shop" the inter arrival times at the tool rih are

exp o n e nt i a l, w i th an a \/erage t!ng-,.1-1!-gU!t[9 L-IIE" ] el gtb 
-q l- tlf 

g
4

f
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service time is assumed to be exponential with a mean ofl6 minutes,
Find

i) The probability that a person aniving at the booth wilI have to
wait.

ii) Average length of the queue.

iii) The probability that an arrival will have to wait fbr more than
12 nrinutes for service and to obtain his tools.

6

ln a hair dress by saloon with one barber, the customer arrival
follows Poisson distributir:n at an average rate ol one ever1, z|5

minutes. The service tirne is exponentiall), distriburted r,vith a lrlearl
of 30 minutes. Find:
i) Average number of customers in a saloon.
ii) Average waiting time of a customer before service.
iii) Average idle time of barber.

4 a
J

7

Arrivals at a telephone booth are considered to be Poisson
distribution at an average time of I rninutes between one arrivai and
the next. The Iength of the phone call is distributed exponentially
with a mean of 4 rninutes. Deternrine

i) Expected fraction of the day that the phone will be in use.

ii) Expected number of units in the queue.

iii) What is the probability that an arrival will have to wait more
than 6 minutes in queue for service?

iv) What is the probability that more than 5 units are in the system?

4 a
J

8

The rate of arrival of customers at a pLrblic telephone booth ftrllou,s
Poisson distribLrtion. ivith an average time of l0 minutes betiveen
one customer and the rrext. The duration of a phone call is assurned
to follow exponential distribution, ,uvith mean time of 3 minutes.
i) What is the probability that a person arriving at the booth will
have to wait?
ii) What is the average length of the non-empty queues that form
from tinre to tirne?
iii) The telephone depaftrnent will install a second booth r,vhen it is
convinced that the customers rvouid expect waiting fbr at least 3

minutes tbr their tunl to mahe a call. By how much time should the
flow of customers increase in order to justify a second booth?
iv) Estimate the fraction of a day that the plrone will be in use.

4 a
J
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PART A

Answer anylquesllgak)

Q,NO

1 a Define an Jssignment problenl. Li5t out the areas of applications of
assignment technique.

b Five men are av:ilable to do five different jobs. From past records, timing in
hours, each man takes to do thejob is known and is given in the following
table.

Find the assignment of men to jobs that will rninimize the time taken.

2 a Define the following operating characteristics of a queuing system.
i) Queue length ii) System length iii) Waiting time in the queue iv) Total time in
the system v) Utilization factor

b A box office ticket winclow marraged by rnanned by a sinqle server, custot.ters
ari"ive to pui'chase tickets according to pcisson's disiribution with a mean raie
af 30/hr. 'l'he time required to serve a customer has an exponential
distribution with a mean of 90 sec. Determine:
i) Mean queue length.
ii) Mean waiting time in the queue.

iii) Probability that there are 3 or more custorners in the system.
iv) Percentage of time the seruer is busy.

PART B

Atsw.etaay 1 s t).es ti an(s)

tl t\o

3 a Write a note on Travelling salesman problem.

b A travelling salcsman hrs ro visil" fivc cities. Hc wislres Lo starr f ronr 3
particular city, visit each city once and then return to his starting point. The
travellirrg cost (in '000 Rs) of eaclr city from a particular city is given below:

Marks CO
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:b

What should be the sequence of visit of the salesman so that the cost is
minimum?

Explain briefly the elements of queuing system.

A public relephone booth is in a posI ollice. The arrivals are considered ro be
Poisson's with an average inter arrivrl tiine of 1? minutes. The length of the
phone call is assumed to be exponentially dishibuted lvith an average of 4
minutes, calculate tlre following:
i) What is the probability that fresh arrival will not have to wait for the phone?
ii) What is the probability that an arrival will have to wait more than 10
minutes before the phone is free?
iii) What is the average length of the queue that forms time to time?
iv) What is the probability of finding more than 5 customers in the systern?
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1. Assignment of workers to machines.
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1a
Define the following related to game theory:

i) Payoff ii) Two-person game iii) Strategy iv) Optirnal strategy and v) Value of

the game.

b : Deduce the following game by dominance principle and find the value of the

: game.

2 : a , Define the following related to sequencing:
: ilTotal elapsed time ii) Processing time iii) Processing order iv) Number of

macirines and v) ldle time on a machine.

b Use graphical method to minimize the time required to process the follorving

I jobs on the machines. Calculate the total elapsed time to complete the jobs.

r ' For each machine, specify the job that should be done first'
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PART B

Answer anyLquestion$)

List out the chrracterisficS of Two-person zero sum 8ame.

Obtain the optimal strategies foi both persons and the value of the game for

two-person zer-o-sum game whose payoff matrix ls as follows:
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b There are seven jobs. each of which has to go through the machines A and B

in the order AB. Frocessing time in hours are given as iollows:
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a) Payoff:
the play.

b)

game: The game in which the number players are two only.

: The strategy for a player is the list of all possible actions (

cornsei of action) that he will take for every payoff (outcome) that mi 1x5:5

) optimal strategy: The particular strategy by which a player optimizes

rins-or losses without knowing the competitor strategies is called opti

; Value of the game: The expected outcome per play when players fol
ir optimal strategy is called the value of the game.
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a) Total elapsed time: This is the time interval between starting the first job

the first machine to the completion of last job on the last machine,

uding the idle time of the machines, if any.

Processing time: It defined as the time required by a job on each machine. ! 1x5 : 5

Processing order: It refers to the order in which machines are required
completing the job.

) Number of machines: It refers to the number of service facilities through
ich a job must pass before it is assumed to be completed.

) Idle time on a machine: This is the time during which a machine does not
ve a job to process.i.e. The time interval from the end of first job to start of

b)

second job on the machine.

Path 1

Idl* time for job I :4+{ :I0 Xus

Idl* time furjob 3 :4 hotlrs
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optimal schedule or sequence on various machines for two jobs I and2 i
follows:

hfi*chiree, -r job 1 pe*edm joe U

It{*&in* E + jofo 3 precadm j*b I
e{schine C +jmh 3 pe**.des jab 3

h,{*drir* B + job Z prmedm jah 3

h{ac&ine E + job ? pr*eed*sin& t
3

a) 1. Only two players participate.
. Each plpyer has finite number of strategies (i.e. courses of action) to use.

. Each specific strategy results in a payoff

. Total payoff to the two players at the end of each play is zero.

. Players act rationally and intelligently.
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a) !t. Onty one job can be processed on a given machine at a time.

. Once a job has begun on a machine, it must be completed before another
rb can begin on the same machine. I
. Only machine of each type is available. I t*S : S

. The processing time on different machines are known and are independent

the order in which they are to be processed.

b) 
]rhe optimal sequences obtained are shown below

k{,'c A --- +- Ivlic B

h{ic A ---+ +- l\l[/c B

total minimum processing time is 67 hrs.

time for machine A is (67-66) = I hr.
time for machine B is 17 hrs.
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1. Operations research approach is

a) multidisciplinary
b) scientific
c) intuitive
d) all of the above

2. Decision variables are

a) controllable
b) uncontrollable
c) parameters
d) none ofthe above

3. A constraint in an LP model restricts

a) value of objective function
b) value of a decision variable
c) use of the available resources
d) all of the above

4.Alternative solutions exist of an LP model when

a) one of the constraints in redundant
b) objective function equation is parallel to one of the constraints
c) two constraints are parallel
d) all of the above

5. Which of the following is an assumption of an LP model?

a) divisibility
b) proportionality
c) additivity
d) all of the above

Max. Marks: 30



6.The graphical method of Lp problem uses

a) objective function 6quation
b) constraint equations
c) linear equations
d) all of the above

7'For amaximization problem, the objective function coefficient for an artificialvariable isa) +M
b) -M
c) zero
d) none ofthe above

8.If an optimal solution is degenerate, then

a) there are alternative optimal solutions
b) the solution is infeasible
c) the solution is of no use to the decision maker
d) none ofthe above

9'The initial solution of a transportation problem can be obtained by applyin g anyknown
method. However, the only condition is that

a) the solution be optimal
b) the rim conditions are satisfied
c) the solution not be degenerate
d) all of the above

lO'The occurrence of degeneracy while solving a transportation problem means that

a) total supply equals total demand
b) the solution so obtained is not feasible
c) the few allocations become negative
d) none ofthe above

I l.An alternate optimal solution to a minimizationtransportation problem exists whenever
opportunity cost corresponding to unused route of transportation is

a) positive and greate r than zerc
b) positive with at least one equal to zero
c) negative with at least one equal to zero
d) none ofthe above



12. If an opportunity cost value is used for an unused cell to test optimality,it should be

a) equal to zero .

b) most negative number
c) most positive number
d) any value

l3.During an iteration while moving from one solution to the next, degeneracy may occur

when

a) the closed path indicates a diagonal move

b) two or more occupied cells are on the closed

the path
c) two or more occupied cells are on the closed

circled value
d) either of the above

d) none ofthe above

*r"H
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path but neither ofthem represents a corner of

path with minus sign are tied for lowest

14.The smallest quantrty is chosen at the corners of the closed path with negative sign to be

assigned at unused cell because

a) it improves the total cost

b) it does not disturb rim conditions
c) it ensures feasible solution
d) all of the above

15. The large negative opportunity cost value in an unused cell in a transportation table is

chosen to improve the current solution because

a) it represents per unit cost reduction
b) it represents per unit cost improvement
c) it ensures no rim requirement violation

&ru-x
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1. Operations research approach is

@multidisciplinary \-/
b) scientific
c) intuitive
d) all of the above

2. Decision variables are

@controllable \./
b) uncontrollable
c) parameters
d) none ofthe above

3. A constraint in an LP model restricts
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a) value of objective function
b) value of a decision variable
c) use ofthe available resources
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4.Alternative solutions exist of an LP model when

a) one of the constraints in redundant
\' @objective function equation is parallel to one of the constraints L/

c) two constraints are parallel
d) all of the above

5. Which of the following is an assumption of an LP model?

a) divisibility
b) proportionality
c) additivitv
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6.The graphical method of LP problem uses

a) objective function equation
b) constraint equations
c) linear equations

6;ii;i;;;;"; \/ & rna*g
7.For amaximization problem, the objective function coefficient for an artificial variable is

9.The initial solution of a transportation problem can be obtained by applying any known

method. However, the only condition is that

a) +M

@-vt
c) zero
d) none ofthe above

8.If an optimal solution is degenerate, then

a) there are alternative optimal solutions

b) the solution is infeasible
ci the solution is of no use to the decision maker

@ron" of the above \/

a) the solution be oPtimal
6$tfre rim conditions are satisfied y'
6tn. solution not be degenerate

d) all of the above

a) total supply equals total demand

16l the solution so obtained is not feasible

6 tn. few allocations become negative

d) none ofthe above
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10.The occumence of degeneracy while solving a transportation problem means that
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11.An alternate optimal solution to a minimizationtransportation problem exists whenever

opportunity cost corresponding to unused route of transportation is

a) positive and greater friarrzeto
(6lnositive with at least one equal to zero

U negative with at least one equal to zero

d) none ofthe above



12.If an opportunity cost value is used for an unused cell to test optimality, it should be

a) equal to zero

6til;;;s",i;. n*obn t/ & hQrYK/
c) most positive number
d) any value

13. During an iteration while moving from one solution to the next, degeneracy may occur

when

g) the closed path indicates a diagonal move
($ two or mo_re occupied cells are on the closed path but neither of them represents a corner of
the path y/ I Mortq
c) two or more occupied cells are on the closed path with minus sign are tied for lowest
circled value
d) either of the above

14. The smallest quantity is chosen at the corners of the closed path with negative sign to be

assigned at unused cell because

a) it improves the total cost
bJ it does not disturb rim conditions

@it "nrrres 
feasible solution \-/

d) all of the above

chosen to improve the current solution because

@ i, r*p..sonts per unit cost reduction ,./
b) it represents per unit cost improvement

_ c) it ensures no rim requirement violation
d) none ofthe above
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15. The large negative opportunity cost value in an unused cell in a transportation table is
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